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Members of the General Court of Massachusetts:

Youe immediate predecessors had been in ses-

sion but two months when the Governor of the
Commonwealth was called by death to lay down
the great trust which he held at the hands of the
people. Frederic T. Greenhalge was the first
Governor of Massachusetts of foreign birth since
Thomas Gage, one hundred and twenty years
before, sailed down Boston harbor from the rebel-
lious town. His intense loyalty to the State
and nation of his adoption, Ids courageous inde-
pendence in the performance of what he deemed
his duty, his constantly increasing strength to

meet every demand which opportunity proffered
or responsibility imposed, had won for him in a

remarkable degree the confidence and respect of
our people. Still earlier in the session the Com

ADDRESS.
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monwealth had lost in the prime of his mature
powers another of her foremost citizens, George
D. Robinson, who, like Governor Greenhalge,

had been honored by repeated election to the
Governorship, and in equal degree had conferred
honor upon the high office he held. Ilis rugged
honesty of purpose, his vigor of thought and
action and his successful administration of State
affairs rendered his term of office alike honor-
able to him and beneficial to the State

"When summer was at its height, the death of
still another of her well-beloved sons touched
the heart of the Commonwealth with profound
sorrow. Young, fearless, of unstained honor and
exceptional mental and personal gifts, William E.
Russell had deserved well of the State, and the
future seemed to promise still greater usefulness
and distinction. Widely separated as were their
places of birth, different as were the conditions
which surrounded their youth, these three men
possessed the integrity, the resolution and the
sense of the obligation of duty which we like to
believe are characteristics of Yew England citi-
zenship. May their example long be felt in the
lesson it teaches of what manner of service Mas-
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sachusetts demands of all whom she entrusts
with responsible office.

We have reason to believe that the lona-
period of business depression and loss to em-

ployer and employed will be soon ended, and
that a season of renewed confidence and con-

sequent prosperity is at hand. During these
years employment has been precarious and the
profits of capital uncertain. Our people have
endured the strain with courage and patience;
they have deserved the reward which will follow
a revival of industrial activity. Owing to the
unprecedented conditions of the recent election,
it was not surprising to find the vastly prepon-
derating majority of the citizens of this State
ranged upon the side of sound finance and
national honor. When these were threatened,
men of all parties were found fighting shoulder
to shoulder to make secure in national affairs
what had been the traditional policies of this
Commonwealth. The victory won should con-

firm our confidence in popular government, and
furnishes new evidence that our people have the

intelligence rightly to discriminate and the will
rightly to decide.

1897.]
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The net debt of the Commonwealth Jan. 1,
1896, was $5,240,380.10; the net debt of the
Commonwealth Jan. 1, 1897, was $10,511,422.65.
This increase is accounted for bj the large
amounts authorized for public improvements, of
which the principal are the following:

The loan for the abolition of grade crossings
has been increased during the year by the issue
of bonds to the amount of $3,500,000, State
House loans to the amount of $1,125,000,
and the State highway loan to the amount of
$500,000.

The above figures indicate clearly the neces-
sity for a rigid scrutiny on the part of your
honorable bodies of all estimates submitted by
the several departments, and for the enforce-
ment of a prudent economy in all appropria-
tions.

The great importance of maintaining the posi-
tion of Boston as the second commercial port of
the country has given rise of late years to much

STATE DEBT.

BOSTOK lIABBOR.
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discussion. The Legislature of 189G, by concur-
rent resolution of the two Houses, requested the
Senators and Representatives of this Common-
wealth in Congress to use their best efforts to
secure the appropriation of a sum of money
adequate for deepening, straightening and widen-
ing existing channels in our harbor to the depth
of 30 feet at mean low water and to the width
of not less than 1,200 feet, and for opening a

fair waterway for vessels of the largest class
through Broad Sound into the President Roads.
These efforts were in great degree successful,
and resulted in the insertion in the rivers and
harbors act, passed by Congress in June, 189G,
of a provision for dredging the main ship chan-
nel to a minimum width of 1,000 feet and a

minimum depth of 27 feet. Authority is given
for the prosecution of the work under the con-
tinuing contract system, and it is therefore not
likely to be interrupted. Contracts are author-
ized for an amount not to exceed $1,145,000,

or nearly one-half of the aggregate sum ex
pended in the improvement of Boston harbor
since 1825

The Commonwealth supplemented this liberal
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action of the national government by appropri-
ating the sum of $150,000, to he expended by
the Board of Harbor and Land Commissioners
in dredging between the main ship channel and a

line 50 feet outside the harbor line. This great
undertaking was not begun too soon. The nar-

row and tortuous channel, which in the past
was fairly adequate for the commerce of the

time, had become a positive danger for the ves-
sels of far greater length and draught which
are now in use. Commerce easily leaves a port
where it is subjected to perils, inconveniences or

exactions. In this connection the report which
will he early presented to you of the State Board
on Docks and Terminal Facilities will claim your

considerate attention. I recommend that author
ity be given to the Board of Harbor and Land
Commissioners to make such regulations as shall
abate the danger and nuisance caused by the
common practice of continuing into our restricted
harbors the towing of three or more vessels in
a line of unnecessary length. This may be open
to no grave objection on the high seas, but seri-
ously impedes navigation in port.
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The commission appointed in 1894 to investi-
gate the advisability of establishing a general
government with limited powers for the city of
Boston and the surrounding cities and towns,
generally known as the metropolitan district,
presented its report to the Legislature of last
year. The commissioners note the increasing
interrelation of interests within the proposed
district in such matters as water supply, sewer-
age, parks, highways and means of transporta-
tion, and recommend that the people of the
several cities and towns interested he given an
opportunity to vote upon the main question of
the establishment of a form of county govern-
ment for the metropolitan district. The Legis-
lature of last year referred this important
matter to the next General Court, and it will

therefore come before yon for consideration and
action.

It is gratifying to know that the work of sup-
plying adequate facilities for the disposal of the

sewage of the large population resident in this
district is well advanced and will be soon com-

METROPOLITAN DISTRICT.
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pleted. You will be asked to decide whether,
for the purpose of securing unity of ownership
and control, it may not be wise for the Com
monwealth to take into its possession the main
trunk sewer, pumping station and outfall of the
Boston system, at a fair valuation.

The Metropolitan Water Board, which was
organized in July, 1895, has been actively
prosecuting its work during the past season,
and has made satisfactory progress. The build-
ing of the aqueduct, 12 miles in length, to

connect the Nashua River at Clinton with the
reservoir in process of construction in South-
borough and Marlborough, has been begun, and
the work so far advanced as to leave little
doubt of its completion early in tbe year 1898.
This reservoir will be substantially completed by
the close of the present year, and early in the
year 1898 the waters of the south branch of
the Nashua River can be stored in this new
reservoir, and be added to tbe existing supply
of tbe metropolitan district. The larger part
of the work of laying one of the two pro-
jected lines of 48-inch main pipes from the
Chestnut Hill Reservoir has been already accom-
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plished, and it is expected during the present
year to complete the connection of all the cities
and towns in the district with the Chestnut
Hill Reservoir. Much has been done prelimi-
nary to the actual building of the great dam
at Clinton and the construction of the reser-

voir on the Nashua River, which is to sub-
merge very considerable portions of the territory
of the towns of Boylston and West Boylston.

The fuller investigations have developed no un-

foreseen obstacle to the completion of the great

scheme adopted by the Legislature of the year
1895, for furnishing to the city of Boston and
the cities and towns within the ten-mile radius
an adequate supply of excellent water for many

ample opportunities foryears to come, with
to time to provide forextensions from time
remote future. The seri-the needs of the more

ous apprehensions occasioned by a light rainfall
during the past summer and the approach which
several of the cities and towns have already

made to the limit of their present possible
sources of supply, have anew demonstrated the
need of this great work, the greatest single

enterprise ever undertaken by the Commonwealth.
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It is to be remembered that the cost of con-

struction is to fall eventually upon the various
cities and towns constituting the district, and
that the Commonwealth will be fully reimbursed
by these municipalities for all its expenditures.
The latter will, on the other hand, profit by
thus obtaining water not only in ample abun-
dance but better in quality and at rates lower
than the present cost, and much less than would
result if the municipalities were to seek differ-
ent sources for their growing needs and to

construct independent works.
Two important takings of laud have been

made this year by the Metropolitan Park Com-
missioners under the boulevard act of 189-1: the
first being of lands and existing streets for the
Blue Hills parkway connecting with the Boston
park system at Mattapan Square; the other of
lands for the completion of the Middlesex Fells
parkway. These acquirements provide for easy
approaches by broad avenues to each of the great
woods reservations of the metropolitan system.
Their total length is 8.97 miles.

The reservations acquired under the park act
of 1893 remain practically the same as last year.
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The total area of the reservations now under th€
control of the commissioners is nearly 7,000 acres

The funds appropriated to the use of this
Board aggregate, under the park act, $3,300,000
and under the boulevard act, $1,000,000.

This amount, together with all future additions
thereto, is ultimately to he apportioned among
and borne by the several cities and towns within
the district. The commissioners recommend the
acquisition of additional reservations along the
banks of Charles River, upon the shores of
Quincy Bay and at Winthrop. Owing to the
increasing population and consequent increasing
values of all lands within the district, I think
the ultimate territorial limits of the park system
should be reached at an early day, and that the

several parts of it should be rendered reasonably
accessible, and should be made safe by an

adequate police force, both against disorderly
use and against forest fires. But the magnitude
of the present and future cost, the burden of
which is not yet felt by the municipalities con-

cerned, may properly suggest moderation in the
elaborate and expensive development of the areas

reserved.
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The charitable, penal and reformatory insti-
tutions of the State I believe to be generally
well and humanely administered. It is true,
however, that there is a lack of uniformity of
system in the responsible control of these insti-
tutions, and, although this may not as yet have
proved in any fatal degree detrimental to good
administration, yet, so long as improvement is
possible in either system or method, it is the
duty of the State to strive with all its zeal and
all its wisdom to attain this improvement. The
Legislature of 1896 provided for the appoint-
ment of a commission to investigate the chari-
table and reformatory interests and institutions
of the Commonwealth, and to report thereon
before the first day of February, in the year
1897. It is not my purpose to forestall the
recommendations of this commission, nor need

Humanity and interest alike will cause you
to weigh carefully whatever conclusions the re-
port of the commissioners may present.

The opening of the Medfield Insane Asylum

I ask for them your considerate attention.

STATE INSTITUTIONS.
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in May last, and the occupancy of a portion
of its buildings by patients transferred to it
from the other lunatic hospitals, relieved in a

considerable degree the overcrowding of those
institutions.

Under the direction of the Board of Trustees
of the Massachusetts Hospital for Epileptics,
three new buildings are rapidly approaching
completion on the site of the old State Pri-
mary School at Monson.

An elevated and healthful site in the town of
Rutland has been secured for the Massachu-
setts Hospital for Consumptives and Tubercular

Patients, and the work of building is well ad-
vanced. In my opinion the title of this insti-

tution should be changed to one less repellent
and discouraging to its future inmates

At the State Prison and at the Reformatory

Prison for Women the number of inmates ha

increased, hut the cost of support has been
reduced. The number at the Massachusetts Re-
formatory is, on the other hand, less than in

the previous year. The industries maintained in

these prisons show a general improvement both
in the amount and quality of goods produced,
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and a corresponding increase in tire pecuniary
result. The problem of providing industrial oc-
cupation in the county houses of correction is,
however, not yet solved, and their condition
cannot in this respect be considered satisfactory.

Difficulty and embarrassment have arisen in the
application of the so-called parole law, and its
benefit to the prison in its present form is open
to some doubt. The principle of the law in
holding out encouragement and reward for good
conduct is excellent, and should be retained in
any amendment or redraft of the act which your
wisdom may suggest

In 1894: the Legislature authorized the estab-
lishment of four normal schools in addition to

the six then in existence. Of these new schools,
that at Fitchburg took possession of its new
building in December, 1896. The North Adams
school will be open in its new building in Feb-

ruary, 1897. The Lowell and Barnstable build-
ings are nearly completed, and the schools will
be organized in September, 1897.

PUBLIC EDUCATION'.
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our normal schools, candidates for admission
were required not only to be graduates of high
schools, but also to pass examinations in high
school as well as in elementary subjects. This
policy, it is believed, not only will improve the
high schools, but also will enable the normal

id stress on the purelyschools to place increase
professional side of their work, and thus increase
its efficiency

employed in the StateOf the 12,275 teacher
ar, 4,510 have attendedduring the last school y

normal schools. Of this
e

number, 3,903 are nor-

The great need of ourmal school graduates.

schools to-day is competent and well-trained
teachers. I hope yon will carefully consider the
expediency of setting a time in the not distant
future after which no person shall be employed
as a teacher in the public schools without some

minimum of professional trainin
The supervision of our public schools by

superintendents has been productive of much
good. This policy has developed in a voluntary
way, under State encouragement, until now it
extends to 94 per cent, of our population. The

In 1896, for the first time in the history of
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limits of its voluntary extension have been
nearly reached, A policy so overwhelmingly
indorsed by public sentiment may well be made
universal and permanent.

The vast sums of money annually expended
upon our public schools, the amount was

$11,829,191 the past year, —as well as the noble

purposes sought through such expenditure, jus-
tify extraordinary pains in bringing the schools
under wise and constant directorship, and in
securing for them the best teachers, whose zeal
and freshness of interest and method should be
stimulated in every possible way.

The Nautical Training School, although con-
trolled by a special Board of Commissioners,
is in reality a part of the educational system
of the State. It is conducted at a necessarily
considerable cost per capita for the purpose of
furnishing to a limited number of young men
a thorough technical education in seamanship
and navigation, as well as in the ordinary
branches of study. In time of national emer-

THE NAUTICAL TRAINING SCHOOL.
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gency the naval service of the United States
would doubtless secure from the graduates of
this school a most valuable class of well-trained
and well-educated seamen. To a sea-board State
like Massachusetts, which has a history and we
trust a future of maritime achievement and
prowess, the importance of fostering this de-
partment of effort need not be argued. Recog-
nizing this importance, the national government
has placed a vessel at the disposal of the
Commonwealth, without further cost than that
of maintenance and repair, and details from the
naval service a sufficient number of officers,

whose half-pay is supplemented by salaries from
the treasury of the State. The school is, in my
opinion, performing successfully, and with such
economy as may wisely he exercised, the pur-

poses for which it is maintained. The cadets
who finish the full course of study find ready
employment at good pay in the merchant marine
as capable engineers or navigators. This service
is one of some hardship, and the preparatory
training, if it is to serve its purpose, nmst be
such as to invigorate rather than to enervate.
The summer cruise of the " Enterprise ” to for-
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eign ports is intended to afford an opportunity
to put into practical operation the knowledge
of seamanship which has been acquired from
text-books during the winter months. On her
recent cruise a form of throat trouble of ob-
scure origin broke out, and, although the cases
were limited in number and generally not severe

in character, two deaths directly traceable to it
occurred at about the time of her reaching this
port. This sad occurrence naturally led to a

formal investigation by the commissioners of
certain charges of insufficient food and official
misconduct preferred by the father of one of
the young men who died. As the result of this
investigation, the commissioners feel warranted
not only in exonerating from blame but in
highly commending the general management and
conduct of the commander and other officers of
the "Enterprise,” with one exception, and this
commendation I believe to be deserved. In the
exceptional case referred to it is cause for pro-
found regret that any officer holding the com-
mission of the United States, and placed in a
position of so great responsibility and influence
over one hundred young men, should have sub-
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jected himself to the degree and character of
censure visited upon him in the report. This
officer lias been detached from the service of
the Commonwealth.

I think that no well-informed person can doubt
that the cause of temperance gains steadily,
although the gain may be slow. Legislation
is restrictive, supervision is more strict than
formerly, intoxication is less generally condoned
as an incident of sociability or a pardonable
weakness, and is more clearly seen to be a vice

in itself and the prolific parent of crime and
wretchedness. It is not probable that our com-

munity will tolerate any reversal of this prog-
ress. Public opinion, if disinclined to carry
legislation far in advance of probable enforce-
ment, will yet be ready from time to time to
make such further advances as sound discretion
and experience may suggest. In the immediate
present it seems to me wiser to concentrate
enlightened effort upon the more thorough en
forcement of existing legislation than to venture

TEMPERANCE.
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inadvisedly upon new experiments. Local option,
on the whole, has proved reasonably successful.
When a municipality votes in favor of license,
the maximum number of licenses that may be
issued therein is limited in a fixed ratio to the
population. Within this limit the determination
of the number and kind of licenses, the locality
and other conditions, is vested in the discretion
of a hoard, either elected by the people or

appointed by some other authority. This dis-
cretion should not be controlled by the wishes
or probable profits of those desiring to sell
liquor, but by the interests of the public. The
voting unit is the municipality, and while, in
certain sections of cities where opposition is
strong, Just so many licenses and no more should
be granted as will prevent illegal selling and
satisfy the demand of the locality, this exclu-
sion or rigid limitation of saloons in certain
wards should not have the effect of unduly mul-
tiplying them in other wards. There is no part
of a great city which is not residential, and
the interests of all should be equally regarded.
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It is gratifying to receive the favorable reports
of the officers of the United States Army de-
tailed annually by the national government to
inspect the militia of the Commonwealth. These
officers are men of distinction and wide military
experience, and may be supposed to be free from
local or personal bias. They commend highly
the personnel and discipline of onr militia, and
its excellent appearance in drill and equipment.
From my own observation, as well as the reports
of others, I am assured that in the main an ex-

cellent spirit pervades the several commands, and
that the efficiency of the troops is constantly im-
proving. When breaches of discipline occur,
they are promptly investigated and punished. In
the community at large, and still more in the
officers’ quarters and in the tents of the privates,
the old idea of the militiaman, whose drill was a

farce, who regarded camp duty as a time for
boyish pranks, and to whom intoxication in others
if not in his own person was a common incident,
is giving place to the idea of a citizen soldier,
Avell drilled and well behaved, with a pride in

THE MILITIA.
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the good repute of his command, and, as shoidd
lie the case, himself setting the example of
orderly citizenship. In the several organiza-
tions there is noticeable a spirit of enthusiasm
and generous emulation, and this is likely to

be continued and strengthened so long as in
the conduct of all regimental affairs the best

good of the command shall be the controlling
factor, rather than personal or social considera-
tions.

The modern community is called upon to do
much for its citizen. It must secure his person
and property from violence, and so far as possi-
ble from accident; it must guard his health
against certain insidious dangers arising from
contagion, impure water, diseased meat and
other sources which the individual citizen would
be powerless to resist; it must provide him with
public parks and public libraries; it must exer-

cise a careful scrutiny over tbe institutions in
which he deposits his savings, and must see
that private corporations are not fraudulently
established or conducted; it must insist that

TAXATION.
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quasi-public corporations, which receive exclu-
sive privileges, shall make an adequate return
to the community in the excellence and cheap-
ness of their service, or in a direct payment
for the franchises they receive; it must main-
tain public schools, courts of justice, and un-

happily also prisons, reformatories, almshouses
and lunatic hospitals. I have enumerated but
a part of the functions of the modern State.
With the progress of invention and the greater
complexity of social life, it is probable that these
functions will increase in the future. How best
to raise by taxation the vast sums of money

required to meet these demands of a progres-
sive civilization, is a problem of great difficulty,
which has not yet found its ultimate solution.

burden must be a heavyUnder any method the
one, and the individu

the weight of the taxmore apt to regard
the equivalent which hethan the adequacy of
however sound or com-receives. Any system,

plete in theory, is condemned when it is so
difficult of enforcement that any considerable
number of those justly liable escape their share

of taxation. So far as such injustice exist

d on whom it rests is
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taxation becomes oppression. It is doubtful
whether absolute equality can be attained, but,
in my opinion, it is possible to approach it
more nearly than is at present accomplished.
Simplicity and equality of incidence and this
equality of incidence may be reached either
directly or indirectly are more important than

theory or logic. The system now in operation
in this Commonwealth is regarded by many as
unsatisfactory. It either goes too far, or does
not go far enough. It aims to reach all property,
of whatever nature and wherever situate, the
ownership of which is held within this Common-
wealth. This it admittedly fails to accomplish.
It is true also that the varied investments of the
man of large means are more likely to secure
immunity from taxation than the more localized
property of the man of moderate estate. Recog-
nizing the wide-spread dissatisfaction with the
operation of our present laws of taxation, the
great complexity and difficulty of the problem,
and the vast importance of a just and rational
system of taxation to the content and welfare of
our people as well as to the commercial and in-
dustrial prosperity of our Commonwealth, the
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Legislature of 1896 wisely provided for tlie ap-
pointment of a commission "to obtain, collate and

report facts concerning taxation, present a sum-
mary of conclusions to be drawn therefrom, and

suggest any changes advisable in the laws of
the Commonwealth relating to taxation,” the final

report of the commission to be presented not

later than the first day of October, 1897. In
making the appointments upon this commission,
I endeavored to select men who should fairly
represent different interests and occupations in

the community, but who were not to my knowl-

edge publicly committed as advocates either of
the present system or of any substitute therefor,
believing- that these should be rather heard as

witnesses by the commission than themselves

constitute the commission. If this commission
shall succeed in making such wise and just
recommendations as shall result in rendering-

taxation in Massachusetts more equitable and
less onerous, it will be a service of great

value to the Commonwealth. Until their report
is rendered you will probably consider it unwise

to make any important changes in the laws
now in operation.
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The essential difference between street rail-

way companies and railroad corporations lies in
the fact that the former have the right to use,
in common with other citizens, the public high-
ways, whereas the latter have the exclusive use
of their road beds. In contemplation of law this
right to use the public ways is granted such
companies on the sole ground that it is for the
" interest of the public ” that they be allowed so
to do; this phrase recurring repeatedly in the
statutes authorizing boards of aldermen in cities
and the selectmen of towns to grant, refuse,
extend and revoke locations. In theory, there-

fore, the granting of a location is an accommo-
dation to the public, and not a privilege or gift
to the railway company; the franchise being
granted solely for the convenience of all the
citizens as a method of affording cheap and con-
venient transportation over public ways. Upon
this theory, if it is found that the right of
thus using the streets is profitable beyond a

moderate return upon the capital actually in-
vested, it is just to require that the fares be

STREET RAILWAYS.
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reduced or the service improved. If this remedy
were proved in practice to be easy of applica-
tion, it would afford the best solution of a vexed
problem. But this has not been found to be the
case, and, in consequence, contrary to the theory
of our existing law, these grants have often
proved of great pecuniary value to the compa-
nies receiving them. This has led to a general
demand that a direct return should be made to
the treasury of the municipality, either by a

fixed rental or tax, by a toll upon the cars
using the streets or by a percentage of receipts
or profits. This can be justified only upon a

different theory; namely, that a valuable right is
granted to the company, and therefore is taken
away from the public. If such a direct return
is exacted, it seems just, on the other hand,
that the company, under a proper agreement,
should, for a limited period, have the assurance
that its franchise should not be revoked through
caprice, unreasonable hostility or the lure of a

higher bid from would-be competitors. It is
possible that in some municipalities one of these
conflicting theories might be more acceptable,
whereas in others the public convenience might
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be better served by adoption of the other.
Under existing legislation, there is no authority
to impose any tax whatever. I recommend that
this authority be granted.

The original theory of the street railways
doubtless contemplated the granting of locations
in the streets of a single town, or at most in
the streets of two adjacent towns. But the
improvements in electrical appliances have led
to the formation of companies for operating lines
of considerable length, passing through the ter-

ritory of several towns. In these cases, and
perhaps in all cases, it is a question whether
there should not be the right of appeal from
the local municipal board upon questions of
public convenience to some higher tribunal, such
as the Board of Railroad Commissioners.

Chapter 420 of the Acts of 1890 is the prin-
cipal act under which the work of abolishing
grade crossings is now being conducted; but
there have been many special acts in addition
thereto. Under these several acts, with three

GRADE CROSSINGS.
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important exceptions, the usual apportionment of
the cost is as follows: the Commonwealth pays
25 per cent., the cities and towns 10 per cent,

and the railroads (55 per cent. This work upon
which the State has entered is of great mag-
nitude, and now constitutes one of the prin-
cipal items of its expenditures, the net outlay
on the part of the Commonwealth having
already reached the sum of $2,163,457. This
large sum is wisely spent in making more

secure the lives of our citizens

The Boston subway is being by a
commission of five members, two appointed by
the Governor of the Commonwealth and three

The city of Boston owns the subway, and
pays for its construction.

Work upon this great public improvement
in our capital city was begun on the 28th of
March, 1895, and about one-half of the total
work has been done.

The city of Boston, by the Boston Transit

the mayor of the city of Boston

THE BOSTON TEANSIT COMMISSION.
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Commission, acting under the authority vested
in it by the Legislature, has lately granted to
the West End Street Railway Company, for the
term of twenty years, subject to certain reserva-
tions, restrictions and limitations, the entire use

of the subway for locations of the railway
tracks of said company, and for other purposes
expressly enumerated in the contract. It is
estimated that the annual payments required by
this contract will be sufficient to meet the inter-
est on the debt incurred for construction, and
also to establish a sinking fund which will pay
the principal of the bonds at their maturity, thus
avoiding any addition to the tax levy in conse-

quence of the building of the subway.
This contract has received the required ap-

proval of the Board of Railroad Commissioners.
The provisions of the contract appear to he

fair to the company, and at the same time
adequately to protect the rights and interests
of the city of Boston and of the public. The
action of the commission in placing the entire
control of the subway in the hands of a single
responsible corporation meets with my approval,
as the best means of insuring safe and efficient
service.
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It is expected that before the end of the
session upon which yon are now entering the
subway will be open for traffic from the entrance
on the Public Garden to Park Street, and that
Tremout Street will be relieved of all Boylston

Street cars which now reverse at the Granary
burying ground. Upon the completion of the
subway to the northern station, not only the
cars but the tracks will be removed, as re-

quired by law, from Boylston and Tremont
Streets between Park Square and Scollay
Square. Other streets adjacent to the subway
within prescribed limits may also be cleared of
such tracks as, in the opinion of the commis-

don, are no longer necessary
The Boston Transit Commission was further

required to build a new bridge across the
Charles River between the Charles River bridge
and the "Warren bridge. The location and de-
sign of this bridge have been determined, and
have received the approval of the Harbor and
Land Commissioners. The United States, by
the Secretary of War thereto duly authorized,
has issued its license, and the work is in prog-
ress. It is expected that the bridge will be
open for use by the close of the year 1898.
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Until the full benefit is realized from these
two great constructive works, it will, in my
opinion, he unwise to burden with new servi-
tudes the principal streets in the congested
district of the city.

During the past three or four years there has
been presented at each session of the Legisla-
ture a large number of petitions for the increase
of certain salaries paid to public officers, the
number of such petitions averaging thirty or

forty each year. The Legislature has shown a
disposition to regard favorably certain of these
petitions, and in 1895 passed several acts in-
creasing salaries, all of which were vetoed by
my immediate predecessor, on the ground that
the time was not opportune for such action,
while admitting, however, "that many inequali-
ties are to he found in the scale of salaries as

now established in the various departments of
the Commonwealth, which ought at some suita-
ble time to be adjusted or corrected.” It is
true that, during the past years of industrial

SALARIES.
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depression and uncertainty, the man dependent
upon a fixed salary has relatively fared better,
especially in view of the cheapened necessaries
of life, than the professional or business man
I do not think that the improved conditions of
trade and business would yet warrant, or that
the people would approve, any very considerable
increase in the salary list of the Commonwealth
But, if the Legislature of this year shall deter-
mine wisely to deal with certain cases where
the inadequacy of the salary is plainly manifest

be conceded by all. In a limited number of
cases, which should receive careful considera

tion, the duties and responsibility of an officer
have been largely increased by recent legislative
action. The subject should be approached by
the proper committee with keen scrutiny, with
a due regard to wise economy, and with a con-

stant recognition of the truth that in applica
tions for increase of salary, as in application
for appointment to office, the importunity of tin
petitioner or his friends seldom furnishes the
best test of desert.

I believe that the justice of their action would
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The information collected by the State Board
of Health from all portions of the State shows
that the past year has been free from the un-

usual prevalence of disease.
The State of Massachusetts has, for a suc-

cession of years, made liberal appropriations for
the work of its Health Board, and the returns
are satisfactory. Investigations carried on in
the laboratories under its direction have given
the world a better knowledge than it before
2>ossessed of the qualities of water and the best
means for securing its purity, and of the means
for so treating sewage that it shall cease to be
offensive and harmful. The work of examin-
ing articles of food and drugs and supervising
the execution of the laws to prevent their adul-
teration has been diligently carried on.

A great saving in life has resulted from the
distribution of the antitoxin of diphtheria, pre-
pared in the State laboratory. Inquiries into
the laws which govern the origin and spread
of the preventable diseases have been actively
carried on, and the results have been from time
to time made public.

STATE BOARD OR HEALTH.
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Special investigations have been made during
the year with regard to a system of sewerage

for Salem and Peabody, and with regard to the
sanitary condition of the valley of the INepon-
set. The conclusions of the Board upon these
important subjects, which necessarily affect many
lives and much property, will be laid before you.

The improvement of the Concord and Sud-
bury rivers has been brought to a satisfactory
conclusion, within the appropriation made for
that purpose.

I commend to the most careful consideration
of your honorable bodies the question of the
eradication or limitation of this disease in cat-

tle. The conditions affecting its presence in
cattle and its transmission to man are to bt
determined by scientific investigation, and in the
countries of Europe, as well as in our own

land, are better understood than when the dan-
ger was first realized. There can be no doubt
that in the advanced stage of the disease, espe
cially when it has attacked the udder, the milk
as well as the meat of the animal so diseased

TUBERCULOSIS EV CATTLE
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may convey the tubercle bacillus, and therefore
become a grave danger when taken into the
human system. If sterilization were universal,
the danger from milk so affected would be re-
moved. In the earlier stag'es of the disease
the danger is regarded by many competent
authorities as slight, but it must be remembered
that the tendency of the disease is constantly
to advance. The existing law restricts the use

of tuberculin to cattle brought into the Com-
monwealth from any point without its limits,
and to cattle held at certain quarantine stations,
but provides that it may be used, on the con-

sent in writing of the owner, upon animals in
any other portion of the State, and upon ani-
mals condemned as tuberculous upon physical
examination.

This restriction expires by limitation on the
first of June, 1897. The community is yearly
becoming better informed on this subject, and
therefore better prepared to adopt measures
which shall be inspired neither by an exagger-
ated alarm on the one hand nor on the other
hand by an unreasoning opposition to neces-
sary sanitary precautions. With the co-opera-
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tion of local boards of health and with the
dissemination of accurate information on the
subject by the Board of Agriculture and other
agencies, it may be expected that the action
of the State will be reinforced by the normal,
healthy pressure of customer upon dealer, in
demanding a general improvement in the sani-
tary condition of dairies, and their immunity

from this dread disease through the application
of this test, undoubtedly the most reliable yet
discovered. Whatever general line of policy
your wisdom may adopt, I ask you to consider
two suggestions; Is it right or wise that, as

now, the State should pay full value for ani-
mals that have reached the most advanced
stage of general tuberculosis and udder tuber-
culosis? Such animals should be sought out
by means of a thorough, periodic inspection,
and slaughtered as being not only worthless,
but a source of danger to the rest of the herd
as well as to the community. At present the
owner has no motive to cheek the disease in
its earlier stages. If compensation were graded
according to the condition of the animal as

revealed by autopsy, the owner would have a
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direct interest in purging his herd of infected
animals before they become worthless. Sec-
ondly, I think the commissioners should in
any event have sufficient means at their dis-
posal to enable them to test with tuberculin
all cattle the owners of which request such
inspection

Whether the State shall continue its present
method in dealing’ with this pest, is one of the
questions of great difficulty which will be pre-
sented to you. The entire extermination of the
insect by the present agencies may appear well-
nigh impossible, yet it seems to have been
proved that its ravages may be restricted in
locality and diminished in amount. It is clear
that it cannot safely be left to be dealt with by
private effort. Better results may in the future
be attained by improved insecticides, but many
believe that the only final remedy lies in the
discovery of some parasite which shall prey upon
this fell destroyer of vegetation. In both of
these directions the work of scientific investiga-
tion is being pursued, with results that afford

THE GYPSY MOTH.
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some degree of encouragement. Efforts in these
directions should be stimulated, rather than re-
laxed. Your honorable bodies will doubtless
appropriate such sum as they may deem wise to
expend for the protection of the community
against this imported pest; but, whatever this
sum may be, I deem it my duty emphatically to

urge that an adequate portion of it should be
made available before the young caterpillars are

hatched, for at this time it can he expended
with the greatest economy and best results.

I concur with my immediate predecessor in
asking the Legislature carefully to consider
whether restrictive legislation is not needed
relative to trust companies. These companies
transact a general banking business, and in ad-
dition thereto receive and manage trust funds
on decrees of courts or by bequests of indi-
viduals. In acting as such trustees they are
not required to furnish sureties on their official
bonds. The number of these companies is
rapidly increasing, and special charters for their

TRUST COMPANIES
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incorporation have been granted by recent Legis-

importance and peculiar
which they perform, it
accommodation to the
degree of security are
operation of a moderate

is probable that equal
public and a greater
to be gained by the
number of strong com-

panies in the centres of population, rather than
of a multiplicity of companies scattered through
the smaller communities, which may not afford
a proper field for the business they conduct.
It would seem possible to frame a general act,
permitting the incorporation of such companies
under proper restrictions, and subject to the ap-
proval ol the Savings Banks Commissioners, and
this course would relieve the Legislature from
the importunity of individual petitioners; but in
any event I suggest extreme caution in grant-
ing charters, to the end that the public may
be properly guarded from speculative and in-
secure financial methods, and in my opinion it
will be found in the long run unwise to grant
such charters except in cases where a consider-
able capital is ready to be embarked in the
enterprise.

latures with considerable freedom. Owing to the
nature of the functions
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The frequency with which those intrusted
with the funds of others prove faithless to their
trust, and the wide-spread loss and distress con-
sequent upon their acts, may well suggest the
inquiry whether it is possible, through legisla-
tion, to interpose additional safeguards for the
protection both of the individual and of the
community. In many cases the criminal act is
directly traced to speculation in stocks, and at
the outset there is often an entire absence of
criminal intent. I ask you to consider: first,
whether, in the case of State and municipal
officers who have the custody of public funds,
stock gambling that is, the buying or selling
of stocks on margin should not be forbidden
by law, under proper penalty, or be made by
statute cause for removal from office; secondly,
whether this principle may profitably be extended
to treasurers of quasi-public and private cor-

porations, and to trustees under private instru
ments.

STOCK SPECULATION.
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Phe past year has fortunately not been
marked by any protracted strike or lockout in
this State, and the work of this Board has been
of about the average amount. The Board notes
that the proportion of cases settled through
formal arbitration, as distinguished from con

ciliation, has been somewhat larger than in for
mer years. Under the former of these method
the two parties to a controversy submit their
differences to the Board, and agree in advance
to abide by its decision. Under the second
method the Board tenders its good offices to the
contending parties, and the final agreement when
reached is the act of the parties themselves, and
not, as in the other ease, the decree of the
Board. This increase in the cases of arbitration
would appear to indicate that the Board is gain-
ing in the confidence both of employers and of
organized labor.

Massachusetts adheres to the system, early
adopted, of opening the classified civil service

THE BOARD OE ARBITRATION' ASD CONCILIATION

THE CIVIL SERVICE
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of the State and of her cities to all citizens
upon merit tested by open competitive examina-
tion. There are now included in the classified

service over 6,000 public positions, with an
aggregate annual pay of over $5,000,000. The
classification has been gradually extended, and

approval of the Acting
a considerable addition

quite recently, with the
Governor and Council,

which the civil servicehas been made, under
act and rules will apply to several new and
important classes of municipal officers and em-

ployees.
The Civil Service Commissioners will report

to you the recently approved amendments of
the rules intended to give full force and effect
to the veteran preference act of last year. The
act has lately been declared constitutional, in
the opinion of a majority of the justices of the
supreme judicial court; and the commissioners
express the desire, in which I concur, that, inas-
much as the long controversy in the Legislature
and before the courts has been settled by the
enactment of a law giving, within the limits of
the Constitution, due recognition to the just
claim of the veterans to be preferred in appoint-
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ment to public office, the act and the new rules
under it may be regarded as the final legisla-
tion upon the subject.

The work of the Massachusetts Highway
Commission has made excellent progress during
the past year. About 47 miles of road have
been built, making a total of about 109 miles
completed under the direction of the commission.
These State roads are everywhere looked upon
as furnishing the standard of excellence in high-
way construction, and, in addition to the influ-
ence they exert upon local authorities, they have
an educational effect beyond the limits of this
Commonwealth, for they are annually visited
by delegates from all parts of the United States,
who are anxious to copy our methods and secure
the results of our experience. That this depart-
ment of State work is highly appreciated by our
people, is shown by the increasing demand in

every part of the Commonwealth for the exten-
sion of highways already constructed and for the
beginning of new lines. It should be remera-

HIGHWAY COMMISSION.
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bered that the commissioners are required by
statute to distribute the outlay as equally as

possible among the several counties of the State,
and that the county benefited pays 25 per cent,

of the amount expended within its territory,
while the remaining 75 per cent, is borne by
the Commonwealth. I think the best results
will be attained by the continuance of the work
on a scale of expenditure which shall not vary
greatly from year to year. This would enable
the commissioners to plan for the future with
greater certainty, and thus to secure the best
results at the least cost. With a view to the

most economical expenditure of whatever sum

is appropriated, it is important that it should
be available at the opening of the road-build-

ing season, when the days are longer and the
Aveather less variable than in the autumn, to

Avhich season the work must otherwise neces-
sarily be prolonged.

The question of the preservation or destruc-
tion of the Bulflnch State House, which had

STATE HOUSE.
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so long been under discussion, was determined
at the last session of the General Court; and
by the action then taken it was decreed that
this historic structure, dear to our people for
its beauty and its associations, should be made
permanent and practically fireproof. The sum
of $875,000 was appropriated for this purpose.
The work has been placed in the hands of
experienced and skilful architects, and the con-
tracts have been made at such figures that there
can be little doubt that a very considerable part
of this amount will not be needed.

The bills approved by the State House Con-
struction Commissioners up to January 1, for
construction of the extension, including the
intermediate portion or Bryant part, amount
to $2,989,084.25, and for Memorial Hall to
$18,477.75.

The work upon the intermediate portion is
nearly completed, and the whole structure
erected under the charge of the commissioners
is thoroughly built, and furnishes excellent
offices for the several State departments. Me-
morial Hall cannot be completed until the east-

erly wing of the Bulfinch front is again ready
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for the occupancy of the Senate. The houses
now in use upon land acquired by the Com-
monwealth, bounded by Mt. Vernon, Beacon
and Bowdoin streets, will undoubtedly be
needed until all work of construction or re-

pair upon the State House shall cease.

The Legislature of 1896 declined to make any
appropriation beyond the 30th of June for the
continued publication of the Province Laws, a

work which was undertaken by the Common-
wealth in 1867, and has been continuously prose-
cuted since then, with the result that seven
volumes have already been published, while one

additional volume is in the hands of the State
Printers in a completed condition. The total
probable number has been estimated at thirteen.
This failure of the Legislature to make provision
for the continuance of the work was avowedly
due to dissatisfaction with the slow progress
made, and a determination to conclude the editor-
ship then in control of the publication. The
Acting Governor and Council, in obedience to

PROVINCE LAWS.
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what they conceived to be the will of the Legis-
lature, thus expressed, brought the work to an
end when the appropriation previously made was
exhausted, and the editor ceased his official duties
on the Ist of July. It is true that this work has
proved a costly one to the Commonwealth, and
that it has been protracted far beyond the expec-
tation even of those versed in historical labor;
but it is fair to say that this delay has been due
not to any neglect of duty or indisposition to
labor on the part of the recent editor, but rather
to an extreme manifestation in him of the anti-
quarian spirit, which has urged him to an elabora-
tion of note and comment which to many has
appeared excessive, and which an opinion obtained
by the Council from the Attorney-General de-
clares to have been unauthorized by the original
act providing for the publication. There can be
no doubt that the completed volumes contain the
results of the most minute and searching his-
torical investigation. The Commonwealth will
not be willing permanently to leave the work in
its present incomplete condition. Under the
opinion of the Attorney-General as to the true
scope of the original act, the remaining vol-
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nines can without question be issued at a

greatly accelerated rate. I ask you to determine
how and through what agency this important
historical work shall be continued.

In 1895 all persons qualified to vote for
school committee were given an opportunity to

vote upon the question, r 'ls it expedient that
municipal suffrage be granted to women?”

In 1896 two amendments to the Constitution,
establishing biennial elections of State officers
and of members of the General Court, were
submitted to the people for their ratification
and adoption.

On both of these important questions, which
have demanded so much time of your prede-
cessors, the decision of the people was so

emphatic as to afford little encouragement for
an early renewal of the discussion.

Gentlemen of the Senate and House of Rep-
resentatives: You are summoned to a high duty.
You are the recipients of signal honor. You

WOMAN SUFFRAGE AND BIENNIAL ELECTIONS.
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hold the credentials of the people of Massa-
chusetts to legislate for their welfare. This
is no mean commission, nor is the responsi-
bility it entails light. The fame of Massa-
chusetts among enlightened Commonwealths for
wise and progressive legislation has been won
by your predecessors. May that fame receive
new lustre at your hands. The volume of

legislation is a poor criterion of its necessity
or wisdom. The sagacious legislator will deem
it as much his duty to reject unnecessary legis-
lation as to favor that which he deems impor-
tant. It is difficult to believe that five months
of legislative session and seven hundred printed
pages of acts and resolves are annually neces-
sary. A shortened session and a reduced Blue
Book would not he unwelcome to our people.

The General Court and the Governor are to
work together for a common purpose, the
good government of the Commonwealth,— hut a

separate responsibility rests upon each. Under
the blessing of Almighty God may both be
endued with wisdom and understanding, and
may grace he given them to execute justice
and to maintain truth.


